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SUSY status post-LHC7

Oft-repeated story of SUSY electroweak naturalness:
sparticles should be <~ TeV: 

Exacerbates ``Little Hierarchy Problem’’:
disparity between weak scale and sparticle mass scale
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Natural SUSY

Incarnation#1: Kitano-Nomura 2005

* low mu
* light 3rd generation

* light sub-TeV spectra in pre-LHC era model
* M_mess not too far from TeV; minimize large logs

* sample spectra now highly excluded from LHC/m(h)
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NS#2: post LHC7 but pre LHC8/Higgs

* mu~100-250 GeV 
*m(t1,t2,b1)<~500 GeV

* m(gluino<1.5 TeV
m(sq,slep)~10-20 TeV

• Arkani-Hamed 2011

• Papucci et al.

• Brust et al.

• Essig et al.

• HB, Barger,Huang, 
Tata

• Wymant

• Arganda et al.
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What else have we learned from LHC8

• Higgs-like resonance at ~125 GeV!

• m(h) falls squarely within MSSM 
window!

• requires: m(t1),m(t2)~ TeV regime

• large mixing

• or else, extra beyond MSSM mass 
contributions e.g. NMSSM, exotic 
matter,...

blue:m0<5 TeV
orange: m0<20 TeV

HB, Barger, Mustafayev,
PRD85(2012)075010

e.g. Hall, Pinner,Ruderman, JHEP1204(2012)131
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From LHC8:

• No sign of SUSY: in models such as mSUGRA

•  

• Squark mass bound and even more m(h) (which 
needs m(t1,t2)> TeV) seemingly create even 
greater tension with naturalness bounds:                     

• Little Hierarchy Problem more severe?

• These results have prompted many groups to 
reconsider what weak scale SUSY would look 
like: is it now unlikely or even excluded?

mq̃ ∼ mg̃ > 1.4 TeV or mg̃ >∼ 1 TeV if mg̃ � mq̃

see e.g. M. Shifman review, arXiv:1211.0004
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Some reactions from community

• Ignore naturalness: e.g. K-L-O or Kane et al. G2MSSM stringy model with moduli 
stabilization: scalars ~100 TeV with AMSB-like gauginos and wino=LSP or live far out in 
mSUGRA plane (note: Kane et al. claim lower mu~.5-1 TeV so maybe not so bad, but still 
heavy stops); see also Hall, Nomura et al, Spread SUSY

• natural SUSY ala Kitano-Nomura successor models (Arkani-Hamed, Brust et al., Papucci 
et al.): these models, couched in MSSM, tend to have m(h)<125 GeV and large deviations 
to b-> s gamma

• compressed spectra: low energy release from cascade decays to maintain sub-TeV SUSY 
masses but hide SUSY from LHC

• RPV: similar approach: LSP decays hadronically

• retain naturalness (light stops) but give extra contributions to m(h): NMSSM , lambda-
SUSY, vector-like or other exotic matter: model builders delight

• accept some finetuning but try to minimize: HB/FP region of mSUGRA, effective SUSY

• re-examine naturalness
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Traditional measure of EW finetuning:

Barbieri-Giudice (even earlier Ellis et al.) introduced
the measure:

∆BG ≡ maxi

����
∆m2

Z/m
2
Z

∆ai/ai

���� = maxi

����
∂ lnm2

Z

∂ ln ai

����

This measures fractional variation in m(Z)^2
due to fractional variation in parameters a_i

This measure was used by BG and DG
to show that better than 10% EWFT

requires m(chargino)<~100 GeV;
SUSY already finetuned post-LEP2?
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Some sample results using ∆BG

For recent review, see J. L. Feng, arXiv:1302.6587

Feng & Sanford,  PRD86 (2012) 055015

A0=0 nearly excluded by m(h)~125 GeV results
unless Delta>2000

Allow non-universality, but with 
mHu still fixed relative to m0;

can allow A0.ne.0 to raise m(h);
still, Delta>200-500

ai � {m0,m1/2, A0, B0, µ0}

Hidden top Yukawa dependence since

L � at = A0ft
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measure depends on highly on which
high-scale parameter set one adopts 

This plot from Kitano-Nomura PRD73 (2006) 095004
uses m(t) along with SUSY terms

The behavior is quite different: 
low D_BG favors low m0, low mhf
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also depends on where the high scale is∆BG

These three models have exactly 
the same weak scale spectra,
but very different values of 

∆BG
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Question: how can it  be that 
m(Z)=91.2 GeV

while gluino and squark masses 
sit at TeV or even far beyond 

values?

Re-phrase Little Hierarchy problem:
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Simple answer: 
the parameters that enter the

scalar potential and contribute to
 m(Z) are all not too far from m(Z)

No large uncorrelated contributions to m(Z)!
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By answering this question, we shall see 
that naturally accommodating

both m(Z)=91.2 GeV and m(h)=125 GeV 
is enormously constraining: 

SUSY parameter space is not egalitarian 
but instead these criteria are highly 

selective!

Furthermore, we will find the results are
model independent, and deeply rooted in 

data (why is m(Z)=91.2 GeV?) 
and they are highly predictive!
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In the MSSM, value of m(Z) is determined by 
combinations of parameters which enter into the 

scalar potential;
minimization leads to a relation between m(Z) and 

weak scale SUSY parameters:

The radiative corrections Σu
u, Σd

d contain additional terms

HB, Barger, Huang, Mustafayev, Tata, PRL109(2012)161802
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What about high scale parameters? 
Maybe only small portion of p-space leads

to low Delta_EW.  What if I vary HS parameters and 
Delta_EW moves up? Isn’t this instability, and hence

aren’t you really still finetuned?

No.  Nature doesn’t have any adjustable parameters. 
We regard the MSSM as an effective theory where

the parameters ``parametrize’’ our ignorance
of a more fundamental theory where parameters are fixed.
The utility of parameters is that: if you find a set which 

allows for agreement with data, then use those to predict 
further phenomena. Then devise an experiment to

check consistency. If predictions are verified, then model
may be a good description of nature.
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While Delta_EW ignores large logs in mHu^2
running, even making use of these to generate low 

mHu^2 at weak scale, it is nonetheless highly 
constraining: e.g. mSUGRA at best 1% EWFT and 

usually much worse

Reason: as we increase m0 into low mu region
to reduce EWFT, m(t1,t2) are dragged up and

increase EWFT: culprit: mHu=m0
HB,Barger,Huang, Mickelson,Mustafayev, Tata, arXiv: 1210.3019
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Each contribution ~m(Z)

Most important: 

Why should mu be so small when m(gl,sq) are so big?

Plausible: in gravity-mediation mu gets its
mass differently, e.g. in Giudice-Masiero or Kim-Nilles:

so that

In models such as mSUGRA,  mu is
determined by m(Z) applied as constraint

here, mu is its own free parameter: NUHM models
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Next: how can                                ?               −m2
Hu

(mweak) ∼ m2
Z
/2

Large top Yukawa radiatively drives 
        to small negative valuesm2

Hu

In mSUGRA, this only happens in HB/FP region where stops also are heavy;
in NUHM models, this can occur even if lighter stops

Large logs are a feature, not a 
hindrance; they are large because 

m(t)=173.2 GeV.

Why is m(t) so large?
I don’t know, but I am glad it is.

m2
Hu

(mGUT ) ∼ (1.3− 2)m2
0
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Next: radiative corrections
Adopt Coleman-Weinberg eff. pot’l approach:

Σd
u terms cancel

HB, Barger, Huang, Mickelson, Mustafayev, Tata, arXiv:1212.2655

minimization gives:
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largest contribution usually from stops:

large stop mixing softens both t1 and t2 
radiative corrections

while increasing m(h) up to 125 GeV!

HB, Barger, Huang, Mustafayev, Tata, 
PRL109(2012)161802
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One need not depart too far from mSUGRA/
CMSSM to find a model which allows low 

Delta_EW while maintaining
desirable features of SUSY GUTs:

2-extra parameter non-universal Higgs model

Here, we trade m2
Hu

, m2
Hd

⇒ µ, mA
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Which parameter choices lead to low
EWFT and how low can         be? ∆EW

∆EW ∼ 10 or 10% EWFT

High-scale models with
low          :∆EW

Radiatively-driven 
natural SUSY, or RNS

HB, Barger, Huang, Mickelson, Mustafayev, Tata,
 arXiv:1212.2655
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Compare RNS to mSUGRA for
 similar parameters 

• CΣu
u
∼ (205 GeV)2

• CHd ∼ (114 GeV)2

• CΣd
d
∼ (22 GeV)2

• Cµ ∼ −(148 GeV)2

• CHu ∼ −(173 GeV)2

• m2
Z
/2 � (65 GeV)2

• CHu � (3.87 TeV)2

• Cµ � −(3.93 TeV)2

RNS

mSUGRA
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Sparticle masses:
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SUSY spectra from 
radiatively-driven natural SUSY (RNS)

scan NUHM2 space:
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What happens to mSUGRA plane?

=>

Little Hierarchy Problem melts away!
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What happens to B constraints?
These are trouble for version#1,2 NS models

Heavier top squarks ameliorate these
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Prospects for radiatively-driven NS at LHC

Model line with 
m0 = 5 TeV, m1/2, A0 = −1.6m0, tanβ = 15, µ = 150 GeV, mA = 1 TeV

g̃ → tbW̃i, tt̄Z̃i

pp → g̃g̃X

Z̃2 → �+�−Z̃1

mZ̃2
−mZ̃1

<∼ 10− 20 GeV

LHC14 reach for gluino
pairs:

HB, Barger,Lessa,Tata, PRD86(2012)117701
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Distinctive new signature for LHC:
same-sign dibosons from models with light higgsinos 

Reach at LHC14 exceeds usual gluino pair search!

HB, Barger, Huang, Mickelson, Mustafayev, 
Sreethawong,Tata, arXiv:1302.5816,

(PRL in press)
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Smoking gun signature: 4 light higgsinos at ILC!

mW̃±
1
, mZ̃1,2

e+e− → W̃+
1 W̃−

1 , Z̃1Z̃2

√
s ∼

�
2∆EWmZ

ILC/CLIC have capability to
measure SUSY parameters 
and actually reconstruct

∆EW

measure and check if
nature is EWFT’d?
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LHC/ILC complementarity

While LHC has
some capacity, it will 

require ILC to draw the 
story of SUSY electroweak 

naturalness to a 
conclusion!

A. Mustafayev plot
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What about DM in RNS?
I heard higgsino-like wimp isn’t a good

DM candidate?

Lightest neutralino all by itself in general 
not good DM candidate: too much or too little CDM

Scan over 19 parameters:

HB, Box, Summy
JHEP1010(2010)023
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Standard thermal abundance for RNS model

Ωstd
Z̃1

h2 ∼ 10− 15 low

green: already excluded by
WIMP searches
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Invoke Peccei-Quinn sol’n to strong CP 
problem with SUSY
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Coupled Boltzmann calculation of mixed axion-
neutralino abundance

Bae, HB, Lessa, arXiv:1301.7428
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Direct higgsino detection rescaled 
for minimal local abundance

Can test completely with ton scale detector
or equivalent (subject to minor caveats)

HB, Barger, Mickelson
arXiv:1303.3816

Deployment of Xe-1ton
coming soon!
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Spin-dependent higgsino detection:
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Higgsino detection via halo annihilations:
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Conclusions
• Delta_EW is more robust measure of Little 

Hierarchy problem

• Why are m(Z),m(h)~100 GeV while sparticle 
masses are >> 1 TeV?

• mu~ m(Z): light higgsinos (ILC!)

• m(Hu) driven somewhat, not grossly, negative

• large mixing in stop sector

Under these conditions, the Little Hierarchy Problem seems 
to melt away and the old paradigm of 

SUSY GUTs remains strong:
but with huge implications for collider/dark matter searches!
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• The low lying sparticles (higgsinos) 
have severely compressed spectra: 
hard to see at LHC (but new 
signatures e.g. SS dibosons)

• No large cancellations in m(Z), m(h)=> 
ILC is the right machine to build!

• Dark matter production more intricate 
than usual story: here, we suggest 
mixed axion-higgsino (co-dark-matter) 
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Quotes from some practitioners of
EWFT arguments

``...naturalness is a notoriously brittle and 
subjective subject...’’

Feng & Sanford, 2012

Chankowski, Ellis, Pokorski, 1998

Feng, 2013 review

We wish to refute these points of view
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Some virtues of ∆EW

HB, Barger, Huang, Mickelson, Mustafayev, Tata, 
arXiv:1212.2655
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